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Choosing the right trading 
strategy to match your lifestyle 

There are many myths regarding trading that have 
been ingrained into ‘trading folklore’, myths that 

have remained unchallenged for far too long. One myth, 
that appears to have stood the test of  time, is that of  
matching a trading strategy to your personality type. 
Ignoring the fact that most traders probably don’t have 
the psycho-analytical skills, or qualifications to make such 
a judgment as to their personality type, the theory falls 
apart using several key measurements. 

?

In this E-book we’ll examine 
the reasons why the fabled 
‘personality match’ is wrong, 
thereafter we’ll make 

some suggestions, using actual 
tried and tested strategies, to 
ensure that your trading matches 
the right strategies and how to 
adjust your mindset to make 
them work.  
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The accepted 
wisdom, that 

has snowballed 
over the years, 
generally consists 
of  this; if  you’re 
a twitchy, active, 
chain smoking, 

chain espresso drinking individual, 
who can’t sit still for more than 
thirty seconds at a time, then 
scalping or day trading is for 
you. Have your set up ready 
and every time you see it on 
your charts ‘Ka-pow!’ Pull that 
trigger. Don’t hesitate, just enjoy 
the rush of  adrenaline. Don’t 
count the cost whilst you’re on 
your own personal firing range. 
Wait until the end of  the session 
when you’ve exhausted all the 
opportunities...”Ouch, look 
at that, 200 pips down when I 
thought I was 30 pips up on the 
day. Shame. But tomorrow is 
another day to do battle with the 
markets.” We’ll call this character 

“personality A”.

Then we have the other 
extreme; you’re a laid back, 

do it tomorrow kind of  person, 
nothing phases you. You’re 
patient, calculating, methodical. 
You have excellent powers of  
concentration, you’re adaptable 
and are in trading for the long 
haul. Therefore the only type of  
trading that suits you is swing/
trend trading. “Ouch! That 
short swing trade didn’t work, 
however, price hit my trailing stop. 
I’ve lost 100 pips, but now the 
confirmation of  the new swing 
looks even stronger, so I’ve gone 
long”. Let’s name this character 

“personality B”.

The common 
misconception 
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Personality not right for trading? 
Then develop a new one

Now we’ve been a little bit cheeky here and we’re sure readers can spot 
what we’ve deliberately done; if  you were looking to employ one 

out of  the two ‘personality types’ for a career in trading which would you 
choose? You’d choose the second character, personality B, as personality 
A would be arguably unemployable in your work place. He or she would 
be obstinate, lack focus, rush decisions, be a nightmare to be around, 

radiate the wrong signals to work colleagues and ultimately struggle with 
the complexities of  our business. And what’s worse they’re committing 
one of  the ultimate sins of  trading; viewing the market as a battle 
ground on which to fight. 

Whereas the second character would be much 
more suited to trading, already displaying the 
skills of  patience, concentration, adaptability, 
whilst emanating a calm assuredness. This 
character can be taught how to trade.
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What we’re doing is turning 
this supposed ‘personality 

match’ trait on its head. We’re 
suggesting that you don’t match 
your personality to a trading 
style, our opinion is that you 
change your personality in 
order to adapt to trading. 
Whatever the ‘style’ of  trading 
(you think) you prefer, in the 
early part of  your trading 
career, is to some degree 
irrelevant. What’s of  far more 
importance is that you mould 
your character and personality 
in order to fit it to the job of  
trading. But just how difficult 
is this if  you recognize more 
of  the first personality A 
type traits as opposed to the 
second? It’s actually a lot 
easier than many traders think. 
The first personality type is 
an impetuous, firing from the 
hip, stressed out individual, 
therefore let’s look for ways to 
remove his or her stress when 
engaging with the market.
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Plan your trades and 
trade your plan

The importance of  a trading 
plan cannot be emphasized 

enough, if  personality A commits 
their thoughts to a trading plan 
it’ll be one of  the most crucial 
decisions they make on their 
pathway to success. They should 

decide on what their drawdown is 
per day, per week and per quarter. 
They could decide on what 
actions they’ll take should any of  
those milestones be breached. 
They’ll decide on their position 
size per trade; what their overall 
risk per trade will be. They’ll 
decide what securities to trade, 
at what times of  the day and will 
they, for example, keep a note 
of  the day’s high impact news 
events and either avoid trading at 
such times, or adjust their stops 
accordingly.
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In taking these few key measures the personality type A, 
previously unsuited to trading, is automatically taking steps 

to adjust their personality to fit the trading environment. 
We can never control the market, but we can control our 
emotions and our risk, both key elements which personality 
type A will address through this course of  action. In 
committing to a plan it’s then the plan that trades and not the 
trader, or their emotions. It’s as if  they’re trading in the third 
person though their plan.



Choosing a 
trading ‘style’ 

Part time trader 
full time profits  

So once we’ve identified the wrong personality type (A) and hopefully 
addressed and altered their traits to give them a greater chance of  

trading success, what time frames and what trading style should they 
choose to trade?

It’s now time to continue our ‘myth busting’ challenge by stating that 
good traders can proficiently and profitably trade on any time frame, 

or as one of  the four key recognized trading types; scalpers, day-traders, 
intraday and swing/trend traders. We could add a fifth trading type, that of  
position trading. 

The reason why the correct personality type, or the ‘corrected’ 
personality type will pick a trading strategy should depend on their 

lifestyle and not on their personality. Let us explain...

There’s another prevalent myth surrounding trading; “it’s hard work” 
is constantly peddled by the badly informed in the industry. If  

trading is hard work then it saddens us to say this, but you’re probably 
trading in the wrong way. The hard work is in coming to grips with all 
the complexity of  the trading world which can take years to fully digest.                              
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Avoiding the part time-full 
time conundrum

Just think of  the glossary of  terms you have to be aware of, then there’s 
all the technical descriptions and how to adapt them to your trading. The 
hard work comes in absorbing the mountains of  information required to 
become proficient and profitable and it’s impossible to put a time scale on 
this learning curve, especially if  (like most) you’re a part time swing trader.
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The vast majority of  traders are part 
time. Many do it in an attempt to 

bolster their main income. It would 
therefore be reckless for these traders to 
come home from work, switch on their 
computer and then immediately look for 
their set ups to appear and take the trade. 
The times of  day they return from work 
may mean that they miss the high impact 
news events and the most liquid periods, 
resulting in many false break outs and 
expensive spreads and commissions. 

Similarly it would be equally reckless for them to trade whilst at work, 
constantly looking for their set ups in between taking care of  their 

work duties. Therefore it’s fair and reasonable to state that there’s possibly 
only two principal ways traders who are not full time traders should trade 
the markets; either by employing a ‘fire and forget’ strategy, or by swing/
trend trading. So what do we mean by fire and forget?



Fire and forget works 
for all traders

A fire and forget strategy may take the following pattern. As a part 
time trader you look for the new trading day, once midnight GMT is 

reached, and set market orders whilst looking at various levels. You could 
look at the new daily pivot line and standard support and resistance levels. 
Or if  you prefer you may like to use the Woodie, Demark, Camarilla or 
Fibonacci support and resistance levels.

You may decide that you’ll place market orders at these levels to be 
rejected, or breached. And you place your market order, set your 

trailing stop, set your take profit limit 
order, having calculated your overall 
position size in relation to your account 
size. As part of  your trading plan you 
decide you’ll only trade EUR/USD and 
that you’ll only take five trades per week. 
These trades may be executed in the 
overnight session, they may activate at 
times when high impact news events are 
published. But what is for sure is that 
even away from the market you are in 
control of  your risk and your emotions, 
particularly important given that you can’t 
afford to dedicate any time to market 
watching for your set up to occur. If  you’re 
risking 0.5% account size per trade your maximum weekly drawdown will 
be 2.5%, possibly a lot less if  you use dynamic trailing stops. 
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Improve your golf swing 
whilst swing trading

We’re fond of  using examples for trading, one is to ask traders, who 
are fairly new to our business, to project themselves towards a 

point in time where they’re now successful and taking a regular sustainable 
income out of  the markets. We ask them to indulge their fantasies; where 
can trading take them? 

If  it involves a 70” Sunseeker Manhattan moored in Monte Carlo then so 
be it. Do they imagine that trading will be the hard work they imagined 

it would be when they set out on their journey? Moreover, do they imagine 
that they’ll be hunched over their three screen computer/monitors for 
hours each day, waiting for that perfect set up? 
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The answer is that they imagine themselves playing 
golf, reclining on a beach lounger, occasionally 
checking their charts and Bloomberg through their 
smartphone. One question is automatically raised 
by this vision that many project; “if  trading isn’t 
hard, then why can’t you adapt a strategy now, 
right now, that would allow you to trade from the 
golf  course, or from holiday?” The answer is that 
many traders believe they have to walk through fire 
to reach this state of  Nirvana, when the reality is 
that the method of  trading they imagine they’ll be 
engaged in (when they’re successful) is the ideal 
method of  trading that many ‘time poor’ traders 
should adopt right now.
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Swing trading, just as you 
practice your golf  swing, is 

straightforward. As a committed 
swing/trend trader you can 
set up a series of  indicators to 
alert you to your chosen set up. 
Perhaps you decide that your 
trading platform will alert you if  
the PSAR reverses trend, or if  
key momentum indicators such 
as the RSI reach the oversold or 
overbought zone. Perhaps you’ll 
trade off  the daily, or trade of  the 
8 hour chart, the latter coinciding 
with the market opening times 
globally. Or you could commit 

your strategy to automation by 
way of  developing a simple expert 
advisor. 

Whatever method or strategy 
you employ to trade the 

markets, putting yourself  in 
control (of  what you can actually 
control) will go a long way to 
ensuring your success. Adapting 
your personality is a lot easier 
than many traders think and 
there’s only one type of  trading 
personality that you can make 
work; yours and yours alone. 
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